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Please Review re: Coastal GasLink Pipeline @TaxJusticeNet @FairTaxCanada

@GA4TJ @StopCorpAbuse @SEC_Enforcement @anticorruption @UNDPGAIN

@OCCRP @ICIJorg @hrw @HRWcanada @UN_Women @UN4Indigenous

@WMC_WR @NWAC_CA @NCAI1944 @AFN_Updates @lakotalaw

@HonorTheEarth @antonioguterres

UN CERD letter to government of #Canada \U0001f1e8\U0001f1e6 re: Secwepemc Wet\u2019suwet\u2019en

pipeline resistance and the international #indigenous human rights violations by Canada #shutdowntmx #stopcgl

pic.twitter.com/E4LZE8culv

— Kanahus Manuel (@KanahusFreedom) January 12, 2021

53 organizations representing over 2 million people, we call on the Government of Canada to immediately order EDC to

align its business with Canada’s climate commitments. Coastal Gaslink Pipeline mentioned.

https://t.co/CGljT9bEZt

In Canada the pattern repeated with multiple pipelines. After approvals they flip the ownership of pipes with asset sales to

negate contractual obligations re: terms of approval, insurance, liability etc. This happened to TransMountain, Coastal Gas

Link, Enbridge Line 10 etc.

My email to the Prime Minister from Feb. 2020. I am still waiting for the answers.
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Canada Energy Regulator (CER) is formerly the National Energy Board. I asked for proof of the insurance of Enbridge's

pipelines. The CER Chair sent me data based on assets owned in 2016 most of which has been sold off since. The website

give in the response held that info.



The data given to the CER by Enbridge does not even clarify if they have corporate insurance or not. When the assets are

sold, new owners have no contractual obligations to the previous owner's contractual agreements, terms of approval etc. No

info here on carries.



I provide this to you as I did to the CER and PM Trudeau. We have issues here and I saw the tranfer of assets repeating

with Coastal Gaslink, with TransMountain, with Enbridge Line 9, Enbridge Line 10 etc.



I exhausted protocol trying to report this. The Attorney General is the Justice Minister and the Prime Minister's office is 

above that and from the documents I secured from police the PMO under Harper orchestrated all this. Visit here for further



details: https://t.co/KQLHdVcIWG

The issues of Enbridge are linked to issues in Colombia and Prision schemes and Panama Papers and Prostitutes via their

VP who had direct links to Colombia. Used Enbridge Risk Management to move money through Intratrust in the

Netherlands. https://t.co/VuG3gNPqVM

Intratrust is linked to Canadian offshore tax evasion on page 11 of this report on Weapons and Tax evasion. This is the

Dutch Sandwich scheme, sometimes an Irish Dutch scheme. It's a mailbox company system. https://t.co/cZeauOih7d
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